In May 2009 we had our Barn burn down. It was much more than a barn though it was my father’s Art Studio containing all his art work and materials, a life time of work. It was my electric car prototype shop with all the material to build carbon fiber custom cars that I had spent a decade developing.

The Greenspan Co. was a life saver for us. Our first contact was with Steven Solomon he guided us through what the insurance company’s response would be. Mr. Solomon gave us a peace of mind that things would work out when our insurers the “good hands people” were ignoring us. We realized that our relationship with our insurers was purely adversarial during this crisis. It’s kind of funny but Mr. Solomon seemed like a guardian angel coming in our time of need.

The case was handed over to Clay Gibson and his team. Clay’s group developed our claim and did a true inventory of our loss. They came out to the remains of our barn and started to inventory everything. At first I thought it was extreme but it all added up. Every last wrench was inventoried. If it had any special characteristics like being Chrome Vanadium or some higher quality it was marked so in the inventory. What was seen as maybe a one page loss inventory by Allstate turned into a 75 page list. This was so well documented with pictures and the receipts that we could find. The end result was so professionally done I believe it did not give much room for Allstate to argue. I think Allstate was just out gunned by Greenspan Co.

Clay and his group’s hard work gave us a return that allowed us to rebuild and go on with our lives. I believe because of Greenspan Co./ Adjusters International we may have got 5 times as much back from our personal loss. Maybe more it was obvious to us that Allstate wanted to give us the minimum.

Thank You Greenspan Co.

Dale and George Todd